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About This Game

WHAT IS HIT?
HIT is a free game offered at no cost to players. We do not have in-game purchases or DLC for sale. As a small group of

developers with limited resources, we want to give this game to you for free to enjoy. We spent a lot of time balancing and
enhancing the game throughout our development cycle, which often introduces bugs. We did our very best to test for quality,

but undoubtedly many issues have slipped through the cracks and we are continuing to address them. We appreciate you
understanding that HIT is not perfect, but we really want to share it with all of you and hope that you can see the love we have

put into it.
~The HIT Team

GAMEPLAY:

HIT is a, multiplayer, deception-based shooter. HIT IS AN ONLINE-ONLY GAME, BEST PLAYED WITH AT LEAST 5-8
PLAYERS SIMULTANEOUSLY. Betray your friends, sniff out a Rogue Agent, and stop a mad scientist’s dastardly plot!

FEATURES:
-As an Operative: Work as a team to stop an evil genius’s missile launch

-As the Rogue Agent: Secretly sabotage the Operatives and dodge the blame
-Play as 4 different characters, each with unique abilities

-Explore a luxurious volcano lair
-Enjoy short, fast-paced, online gameplay sessions
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Developed in Unreal Engine 4, HIT is a multiplayer, third-person shooter for up to 8 players that revolves around deception,
treachery, and espionage. Set in a sleek, 70s-style super-mansion and glazed with a decadent layer of treacherous whimsy, HIT

is stylish, deceptive, and uproarious fun.

TOTALLY FREE MODEL:
HIT is available absolutely free with no advertisements or in-game purchases.
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Title: HIT
Genre: Free to Play
Developer:
Shifty Chair Games
Publisher:
Shifty Chair Games
Release Date: 9 Feb, 2015
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This game could have been a lot better, but it isn't. The ship upgrading part of the game is pretty cool and that had me excited.
Unfortunately, that was all. It would be nice if you received more money to better experience what all the upgrades have to
offer.
The collision\/hit boxes are terrible, primarily on your own ship. You try and go around a stationary enemy and you end up with
a collision even though there was plenty of space between.
The camera isn't entirely top-down like most shoot-em-ups, but that's not necessarily a good thing, especially not with this game.
Sometimes it's almost impossible to tell if any bullets are going to hit you or if you're able to dodge them. Chances are, you're
going to get hit. There's a game called AirStrike. That one's much better.
At first I thought this game was designed to be tough, but later on I just wasn't so sure. I enjoyed Raptor, Tyrian, and Do-Don-
Pachi. This game felt like it was challenging only due to design flaws.. omg i just bought i new pc,this game is for C64 :D ,i love
these games with old graphic.. Hacía mucho tiempo que no disponíamos de un juego así y que suponga un reto no solo para
nuestros dedos, sino para la mente. Hay que ser muy rápido y hay que decidir las diferentes formas de afrontar las situaciones
con una intensidad que nos pondrá realmente a prueba. He visto gran parte de la creación del juego desde el principio y tiene
mucho futuro, por lo que ya solo me queda destacar la historia que seguro que también nos dejará atrapados.

From many time ago I hadn´t the oportunity to play a game of these properties that suppose a challenge not only to my finger,
although also for my mind. We will have to be quick and take decisions to front the different ways with a intensitive that will
test our skill. Being from the beggining of the development, I have a lot of expectations in this game.. What a fun quirky little
RPG-Adventure. This is a light-hearted, fun to play, coherent little RPG that stands the test of time by it's narrative.
Recommended.. What a great game! Here is why:
#1 Combat: ( I must make this one longer)
-This game has THE Best melee combat system I have ever partaken in. There are many many weapons to choose from, all of
which are unique. The fighting mechanics are very deep and I mean DEEP. There are certain enemies that you need to approach
differently when you come around that corner, or drop down from a ledge to engage. There is a dodging system in the game to
avoid an attack. There is also a blocking system as well that works using stamina, a rechargeable resource. However probably
the best part is that each weapon has a type of mechanic to be utilized, such as a single axe to use as an armor penetration to
shield breaking capability. From charged attacks to crowd control, the combat is so rich!

#2 Character and class design system:
-There are five heroes to choose from, each of which has three Careers to choose from, all to fit your playstyle

#3 Variety of enemies:
-There are currently two factions with another on the way. Inside these factions are basic infantry, eheavier infantry, elites, and
heavy elites, specials, monsters, and lords. You act differently according to what you engage with!

#4 Items,crafting system, Talents,
-There is so much to keep you busy in-game, between games, and after before you log off. Their are a plethora of items to
obtain and uniquely for each character. The crafting system is pretty neat as it allows you to break down (salvage) un wanted
items, create new gear (which people do often), re roll the enchantments\/properties, when upgraded to exotic, traits give an
added power, all of the way to Veteran, the best items in the game. Talents exists for all 15 archetypes of characters.

#5 Quests\/Challenges
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-I was going to add this to four but I had to create a seperate one, there are daily, weekly and many others challenges to
complete which makes this game feel like you are achieveing something for all of your hard work put into it.

Summary:
In the end the game will provide you with many hours of fun, and that there is a lot more I can add but go explore this game for
yourself, it is worth buying for full price yet I was so grateful I found it on sale. I definately look forward to purchasing the
DLCs that are out and the upcoming expansion!

. So excited to see this come out as official dlc. Excellent job with the game and all the details. Looks fantastic and plays great.
Keep up the amazing work. I hope to see more Zombicide expansions in the near future.. This game is very fun and addicting. I
would like a sort of boss rush mode, though. Trading, fighting pirates and earning loads of dosh. That is pretty much what this
game is about. It starts quite slow but soon you will be the biggest Patrician there is and rule the Northern Seas with your fleet
and your purse!
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nive VN :)
. these maps will never be played because no one buys the map packs because there are no players. Awesome game! Rujns great
and looks great in my Samsung Odyssey headset. The gameplay is very intuitive and controlling the hover bike with the motion
controllers works perfectly. Extremely good arcade game! It is a very fast paced game, I don't get sick from movement in VR
games and this one didn't bother me either. You can move in all directions very quickly though so those people who are
suceptible to VR sickness may be affected. Well worth trying to see for yourself though, because if you don't get motion sick
from it then you would be in for a hell of a good time!. I never knew a platformer could be relaxing before playing Newt One.
The music and colors are amazing and the levels are challenging. I had a lot of fun with it when it was at PixelPop so I'm excited
to see it here on Steam!. I think this really is a good game.
The story is decent but the real gameplay comes from the difficulty of the game.
If you want to play it right, you have to pause the game every 2 or 3 seconds. And I had no problem with that.
But the main reason I'm writing this review is because I don't understand why everyone says this is grindy. I've always played on
normal, and a couple of times I've played the lower levels on hard to farm some items. But by no means is this abnormal
grinding for me. I've finished the "campaign" now, and I had to farm maybe 2 hours for the whole campaign? Opposed to
"hundreds of replays" I see in many reviews.
You probably have to farm a ton if you're not paying 100% attention to the game. I paused almost every 2 seconds, that's a lot,
but that's the game.

So, a hard strategy game which requires full attention, but certainly a good game.. if you hate good games this is the game for
you
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